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Civilization is a worldwide matter; it embraces the second and third major
transformations of mankind. Its major characteristics will be outlined at the beginning
of Chapter 2. Just a few introductory words will be devoted here to each of these
three major transformations and the resultant developmental stages that have charac-
terized human history. This book cannot deal substantially with education in the
evolutionary process, but a fuller elaboration of the role that education has played in
the building of traditional civilization and modern civilization constitutes the major
framework for this book.
The first great transformation in man's career, the long evolutionary process
which lasted for one or two million years (some archcologists now say five million
years), marked the time during which prehuman hominids became human. When homo
sapiens appeared some 20,000 to 50,000 years ago, the biological evolutionary process
of becoming human was for all practical purposes completed. The resulting general
stage of human society attendant upon the appearance of homo sapiens consisted first
of wandering ways of life based upon hunting, gathering, and collecting food and then
of more settled ways of life leading to the production of food, whether in village-
farming communities or by the pastoral care of animals. Archelogists have long
distinguished the food gathering types of societies by calling them paleolithic and the
food producing societies neolithic. For purposes of the history of education I prefer to
put both types together, as Robert Rcclfield docs, and think of both gencrically as/o/A:
societies.
Despite the undoubtedly great difference between the two forms of folk society
with respect to their tools and weapons and their means of subsistence, they both
apparently had in common educational processes that were structurally undiffcrcnli-
ated and unspccializcd, and they were surely nonlilcratc. What these educational
processes were like in prehistoric times remains largely in the realm of inference and
speculation, but it seems clear that the trend of thought among prehistorians today is
to give more weight to the cultural role of knowledge and education and to changes in
social institutions as formative aspects of the transition from wandering folk societies
to settled folk societies rather than to attribute the changes solely to technological
developments.
The second great transformation in the human career was the civilization process
whereby farmers, herdsmen, and warrior bands became city builders and urbanizers. In
the process of building civilization, social institutions became differentiated and
specialized, writing was invented, and knowledge and education were organized and
formalized. This transformation, often called the urban revolution by archcologists,
has by no means been completed throughout the world. Although there arc relatively
few isolated communities which today have had very little contact with cither
traditional or modern civilization, folk society's ways of life do live on, albeit to a
decreasing extent. I find it useful to call the resulting second stage of human society
the stage of traditional civilization, based as it was and is upon literate, urban ways of
life which were first generated in Southwest Asia around 3500 B. C. and subsequently
during the following two to three thousand years in Egypt, India, the Aegean and
Greece, China, Middle America, and Peru. (See Figure 1.1-The Generative Civiliza-

